**VISTATECH ALTERNATE ENTRY DURING CONSTRUCTION**

**Livonia Main Campus**
734-462-4400
schoolcraft.edu

**Northwest Parking Lot**
- Alternate available parking

**Vistatech East Entry**
- Non-ADA entrance
  - Slider doors on east side of building facing the Service Building/Bookstore.

**Vistatech South Entry**
- ADA compliant
  - South side of Vistatech/Waterman Wing facing Forum/Bradner Library.

**Bookstore Parking Lot**
- Alternate available parking
  - Use path to Vistatech/Waterman Wing South Entry.

**Center Parking Lot**
- Alternate available parking
  - Use sidewalk to Vistatech/Waterman Wing South Entry.

**Vistatech Parking Lot**
- Closed during construction

**Northwest Parking Lot**
- Alternate available parking

**Bookstore Parking Lot**
- Alternate available parking
  - Use path to Vistatech/Waterman Wing South Entry.

**Center Parking Lot**
- Alternate available parking
  - Use sidewalk to Vistatech/Waterman Wing South Entry.